
Black & White Mod Necklace & Earring Set
Project S3001   [Skill Level: Intermediate]
Designer: Karlin Jones

This mod style necklace and earring set incorporates large multifaceted black beads and smaller black and white beads. A great 60's
inspired look!

What You'll Need

Beadalon Wire Satin Silver 7 Strand .012 Inch / 30Ft
SKU: XCR-67233
Project uses 24 inches

Acrylic Round Chessboard Faceted Beads Jet Black 18mm (10 Pieces)
SKU: BPL-0109
Project uses 14 pieces

Czech Fire Polish Glass Beads 6mm Round - Black/White (25)
SKU: BCP-10352
Project uses 37 pieces

Sterling Silver Large Balloon Curved Lobster Clasp 23mm X 11mm (1)
SKU: FCL-1005
Project uses 1 piece

Beadalon Silver Plated Crimp Tubes 1.3mm (75 Beads)
SKU: FCR-1215
Project uses 2 pieces

Silver Plated Head Pins 2 Inches/21 Gauge (X50)
SKU: FHP-5325
Project uses 2 pieces

Silver Plated Fishhooks Earring Hooks (50)
SKU: FEA-3015
Project uses 2 pieces

Silver Plated Open Jump Rings 8mm - 18 Gauge (100)
SKU: FJR-5180
Project uses 1 piece

Specialized Tools

Standard Size Beading Crimping Pliers (For 2x2mm & 2x1mm Crimp Beads)
SKU: XTL-5200

Xuron Sharp Flush Cutter Pliers - Wire/Soft Flex
SKU: XTL-5600

Beadsmith Jewelry Fine Round Nose Micro Pliers
SKU: XTL-5514

Beadsmith Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose
SKU: XTL-5511

Instructions:
1. We are going to start by making the necklace. Cut 24 inches of beading wire and string the tip through a crimp bead.

2. String on your clasp then loop the beading wire back through the crimp bead (you want a short tail of about 3 inches of beading
wire). Pull snug so that you have a small loop.

3. Using your crimp pliers, crimp your crimp bead. Snip off any excess beading wire from the short tail using your flush cutter.

4. String your beads onto your wire starting with one large black bead followed by three small black/white beads. Repeat this
sequence 10 more times followed by a large black bead at the end.

5. Once you've strung all your beads, take the end of your wire and string it through another crimp bead. Add a jump ring and loop the
wire back into the crimp bead.

6. Using your crimp pliers, crimp your crimp bead. Snip off any excess beading wire. Your necklace is now ready.

7. For the earring, please follow the instructions below, remembering to repeat all instructions to make the second earring.

8. Take your head pin and string on one black and white bead, one large black bead, followed by another black and white bead.

9. Once the beads are on, make a simple wire loop after the last bead using your round nose pliers.

10. Open up the loop in your earring hook (like you would a jump ring) and attach it to the simple wire loop and close. Your earring is
ready.

11. Enjoy your cool mod necklace and earring set!

Variations

There are many Czech fire polish beads to choose from.

When substituting in items, pay attention to sizes and styles to make sure all your pieces will fit together.
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